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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Super Timmy is a protector of the world, but sadly there is evil always lurking around. It all 
started here. Evil Bob was meeting up with Evil Boss. Boss told Bob, “There is a hero on planet 
Earth!” That’s when Evil Bob came to Earth and the chaos began. Super Timmy battled with Evil 
Bob to protect his planet. Timmy’s goal was to defeat Bob, and he was able to do it! 
 
Chapter 2: Replaced 
Bob went back to his world after losing his battle against Super Timmy. The Boss was very 
disappointed at Bob for not bringing chaos to Earth. “He is too powerful,” Bob said. So, the Boss 
replaced Bob with Evil Jamal. Unfortunately, Timmy got defeated by Evil Jamal! He went back 
to the Evil Planet, and the Boss was proud of him. Bob was jealous that Evil Jamal defeated 
Timmy when he couldn’t. Back on Earth, Super Timmy found an interesting rock. It wasn’t just 
any rock, it was a Super Rock. It could even talk! Then Timmy said, “Want to be my sidekick?” 
Rock said, “YAS!” Then Timmy and Rock waited for the evil to come back to Earth. They waited 
for days, and wondered why evil had not come back to create chaos. Then all of a sudden, they 
returned. The Magical Rock and Timmy were ready for the battle against Evil Jamal hoping to 
win this time around. Back on the Evil Planet, Evil Bob was trying to get Boss to send him to 
planet Earth in hopes of getting the revenge he felt he deserved. 
 
Chapter 3: Trouble  
The Boss had ENOUGH with Evil Bob. The Boss shouted, “YOU ARE NOT GOING TO EARTH, 
AND THAT’S THE LAST WARNING!!!” Bob got annoyed and sat in his chair, doing nothing. 
Back in the battle, The Rock and Timmy were able to beat Jamal. Evil Jamal had learned that 2 
was better than 1. He was disappointed that he realized it way too late. The Boss was VERY 
disappointed in him. He decided to give Jamal one more chance to redeem himself. This made  
Bob very mad at the Boss because he did not get a second change. So he decided to ignore the 
Boss’ orders, found his way back to Earth. Evil Bob found Timmy, and asked if he wanted 
another sidekick. Timmy was confused at first but said yes. Bob told Timmy, “Let’s go to Evil 
Planet to destroy evil once and for all!” Timmy said “YES!!” They made their way to Evil Planet. 
When the Boss saw Evil Bob with Timmy he became extremely angry. “HUH? You were 
supposed to be in a chair!” he shouted. Bob said, “I saw what you did to Jamal! You gave him a 
second chance. He doesn’t know that one day you plan on replacing him in the same way you 
replaced me!” That's when Jamal decided to join the good side. With no one on his side, the 
Boss flew away and never came back. It seemed like evil was gone for good! At least for now… 
 
 


